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A LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE-WAVELET METHOD∗

MICHAEL BERGDORF† AND PETROS KOUMOUTSAKOS†

Abstract. This paper presents a novel, multiresolution Lagrangian particle method with en-
hanced, wavelet-based adaptivity. The method is formulated for transport problems and combines
the efficiency of wavelet collocation with the inherent numerical stability of particle methods. The
accuracy and efficiency of the present method is assessed on a number of benchmark problems per-
taining to interface capturing and transport. The method is compared with existing techniques
demonstrating its advantages and limitations. The present approach leads to a new generation of
particle methods with multiresolution capabilities.
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1. Introduction. Particle methods provide a robust way of solving transport
problems. They solve the governing equations in their Lagrangian form, bypassing
the discretization of the convective terms and the difficulties associated with it, such
as stability, dissipation, and dispersion errors. A difficulty inherent to Lagrangian
descriptions is the associated distortion of particle locations. Hybrid particle-mesh
(PM) methods aim to address this difficulty by initializing and resampling the quan-
tities carried by particles on a regular mesh. In addition, this mesh can be used to
efficiently evaluate differential operators and solve field equations that describe the
motion of the particles.

Recent work has demonstrated how hybrid PM descriptions can lead to schemes
with adaptive spatial resolution using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and adaptive
global mappings [2]. The use of AMR-based PM interpolation techniques requires
that we postulate an indicator function to guide the refinement. For example in
shock capturing schemes, gradients may serve as suitable indicators, while in level set
capturing [8] curvature is a more suitable choice. In order to address this problem
we use a multiresolution analysis (MRA) based on interpolating wavelets to guide the
adaptation of particle and grid sizes.

For more than a decade, wavelets have been used to efficiently solve PDEs that
exhibit multiscale solutions [14, 7, 22, 17, 10]. The efficiency of these schemes hinges
on the locality of wavelets and on the sparse representation of operators or functions
in the wavelet basis. The adoption of wavelet representations in particle simulations
provides a method that uses a scale decomposition to dictate refinement, rather than
a problem-specific error indicator, while retaining the characteristics of the underlying
particle framework. In this paper we present this novel particle-wavelet formulation,
extend it to level set applications, test its convergence on a number of representative
problems, and compare it with existing techniques.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 1 we give a brief summary of hy-
brid PM formulations and in section 2 a brief introduction to wavelet-based MRA.
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Section 3 describes the incorporation of MRA to hybrid particle methods. In sec-
tion 4 we present extensions that enable the use of the present method as an efficient
narrow-band interface capturing scheme. In section 6 we validate the method and es-
tablish its accuracy and efficiency. We conclude with a summary and future research
directions for this method.

2. PM algorithms for transport problems. Particle methods are suitable
for solving conservation laws such as

∂q

∂t
+ ∇ · (uq) = ν∇2q.(2.1)

The transported quantity q is discretized on particle locations and is approximated
as

q(x, t) ≈
∑
p

Qp(t)ζ
h (x− xp(t)) ,(2.2)

where h denotes the mesh spacing and Qp = vpq(xp) are the particle strengths and vp
the particle volumes. The accuracy of (2.2) depends on the smoothness and moment-
conservation properties of the kernel ζh(x) = h−dζ(x/h). It is of order r if∫

ζ(x)xα dx = 0α, α = 0, . . . , r − 1, and

∫
|ζ(x)| |x|r dx < ∞.(2.3)

In addition, in the present method, we require that the kernel be interpolating:

ζ(i− j) = δij , i, j ∈ Z.(2.4)

The discretization of the Lagrangian form (2.1) using the function approximation
(2.2) yields a set of ODEs [12] for the particle strengths, positions, and volumes which
have to be integrated numerically:

dQp

dt
= vpν

(
Δhq

)
(xp, t),

dxp

dt
= u(xp, t),

dvp
dt

= vp
(
∇h · u

)
(xp, t)

(2.5)

for particles p = 1, . . . , N . In order to resolve this set of equations, we evaluate the
function q on regular grid locations, compute the differential operators on the grid,
and then interpolate back onto the particle locations. In terms of operations, one
Euler step for the system (2.5) is completed as follows:

• (P → M) Interpolate particle quantities on a lattice by evaluating equation
(2.2) on grid locations.

• (M → M) Perform operations on the grid, e.g., evaluate right-hand sides of
the system (2.5).

• (M → P) Interpolate quantities and right-hand sides, respectively, back onto
the particles and advance the quantities and locations.

The Lagrangian formulation of particle methods makes them linearly stable, while
nonlinear stability requires that particle trajectories do not cross. This constraint
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results in a time step bound of

δt < C‖∇ ⊗ u‖−1
∞(2.6)

or LCFL < C, where LCFL ≡ δt ‖∇ ⊗ u‖∞.
The inherent adaptation of particle methods to the flow map can lead to an

irregular distribution of particles and to the loss of convergence, as the function ap-
proximation (2.2) ceases to be well sampled. It is therefore necessary to periodically
regularize the particle locations by “remeshing” them onto regular positions [11, 23].
This redistribution is in general accomplished by interpolating particle values onto a
regular grid where a new set of particles is created with positions given by the grid
locations. Because our kernel ζ is interpolating, remeshing is implemented by directly
evaluating the function q on grid locations after each time step:

Qnew
i = hd

∑
p

Qpζ
h(xnew

i − xp),(2.7)

where xnew
i = ih lie on the grid nodes.

In this work we introduce the function M ′′′
6 , which is interpolating, of order six,

and in C2(R):

M ′′′
6 (x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
− 1

88 (|x| − 1)(60 |x|4 − 87 |x|3 − 87 |x|2 + 88 |x| + 88), |x| < 1,
1

176 (|x| − 1)(|x| − 2)(60 |x|3 − 261 |x|2 + 257 |x| + 68), 1 ≤ |x| < 2,

− 3
176 (|x| − 2)(4 |x|2 − 17 |x| + 12)(|x| − 3)2, 2 ≤ |x| < 3,

0, |x| ≥ 3.

(2.8)

We chose the particle kernel ζ as the d-dimensional tensor product of (2.8). The M ′′′
6

is of higher order than the M ′
4 function [11] often used in the context of remeshing,

and it introduces less spurious small scales. The improved accuracy comes at the
expense of a larger support (supp): supp(M ′

4) = 4 vs. supp(M ′′′
6 ) = 6.

3. Wavelet-based adaptation for PM techniques. In the present framework
we implement tensor-product wavelets ψl,μ and scaling functions ϕl on a sequence of
L + 1 dyadically refined grids with mesh spacings {hl}Ll=0 = {h0 2−l}Ll=0 and grid

points k ∈ {Kl}Ll=0. The scaling functions and wavelets are related as

ϕl
j =

∑
k

H l
j,k ϕl+1

k , ψl,μ
j =

∑
k

Gl,μ
j,k ϕl+1

k ,(3.1)

where μ = 1, . . . , 2d − 1. The discrete filters H l
j,k and Gl,μ

j,k depend on the specific
choice of wavelets employed. Using these bases a function q(x) is expressed as

q(x) =
∑

k∈K0

c0k ϕ0
k(x) +

L−1∑
l=0

∑
k∈Kl

2d−1∑
μ=1

dl,μk ψl,μ
k (x).(3.2)

The scaling coefficients clk and detail coefficients dl,μk can be efficiently computed
using a fast wavelet transform. In areas where the function q(x) is smooth the detail
coefficients of fine levels l will tend to be small, and a compressed representation
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Fig. 3.1. Each detail coefficient dl,μk , with μ = 1, . . . , 2d−1, corresponds to a specific grid point
on the next finer level.

of q(x) is obtained by discarding detail coefficients for which |dl,μk | < ε. The error
introduced by this compression is bounded by

‖q(x) − q≥(x)‖∞ ≤ C1 ε ≤ C2 NP/d,(3.3)

where P is the order of the wavelets and N is the number of active coefficients.
It is important to note that each detail coefficient is associated with a grid point on

the next finer grid, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Hence, the compressed representation
q≥ is inherently linked with an adapted grid, composed only of the grid points whose

detail coefficients are significant, i.e., |dl,μk | ≥ ε.

More specifically, let child(k, μ) be the grid point associated with dl,μk and let
ancs(k) denote the set of grid points k′ needed to reconstruct the value clk from

values cl−1
k′ and detail coefficients dl−1,μ

k′ of the next coarser level. An adapted grid

is constructed by discarding all grid points whose |dl,μk | are smaller than a prescribed
threshold, i.e.,

K> = K0 ∪
{
k′ = child(k, μ) ∪ ancs(k′)

∣∣∣ |dl,μk | > ε, l ∈ [0, L− 1]
}
.(3.4)

Note that that ancs(k′) are added to maintain proper nestedness of the grids (see [21]
for details).

4. PMW: PM algorithms with wavelet-based adaptation. In PM tech-
niques particle locations adapt with the velocity of the flow map, and a remeshing
procedure is introduced in order to ensure particle overlap and alleviate spurious
structures introduced by particle distortion [12]. The wavelet-based MRA of the
remeshed particle properties, introduced herein, enables an enhanced multiresolution
particle function representation. In order to allow for the emergence of small scales
between two remeshing steps we follow the conservative approach of Liandrat and
Tchamitchian [14] and additionally activate all children of the active grid points.

We will now discuss the computational steps (P → M, M → M, M → P) that
take place between two remeshing steps in light of the present method (see Figure 4.1
for the case of a two-step ODE integration scheme).

4.1. PM interpolation and wavelet MRA. In classical PM techniques, a
key aspect is the interpolation of quantities from the mesh onto the particle locations
(M → P). This interpolation procedure needs to be adjusted to allow for the nested
and sparse structure of the grids.

In order to be able to perform this M → P operation and evaluate differential
operators (M → M) on the active grid points Kl

> we need to create buffer layers
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MRA

K>(t + 1
2δt)

create
particles

K>(t)
MRA

  

advect advect

remesh
particles

K>(t + δt)

 time 

grid

particles

M → M

P → M M → P

Fig. 4.1. Particles are created on the adapted grid K>(t) and advected. In the context of a
two-step ODE integration scheme, the particle function representation is evaluated (P → M) on an
intermediate grid K>(t + 1

2
δt), and the right-hand sides that are evaluated on this grid (M → M)

are interpolated back onto the particles (M → P). At the end of the time step the particles are
remeshed onto a mesh K>(t + δt) on which the next MRA is performed.

around Kl
>. Values of these buffer grid points are interpolated from coarser levels,

which is always possible due to the nestedness that we have ascertained earlier.
For P → M interpolation the situation looks different. Particles reside on differ-

ent levels of refinement. When evaluating the particle function representation on a
grid point i, we must therefore make sure that there are particles everywhere in the
support of the interpolant ζh(· − i). We will now present two ways of dealing with
this requirement and highlight their close relation to the convection of small-scale
information.

4.2. P → M: The “Eulerian” approach. This approach can be seen as a
simplified version of a multilevel interpolation procedure that we have introduced in [2]
in the context of an AMR-based particle method. The procedure works as follows (see
Figure 4.2):

(a) We start with a set of activated grid points {Kl
>}Ll=0 selected by the adapta-

tion procedure (3.4).
(b) We then expand this set by CFL� grid points on each level creating an

extended set Kl
>,ext ≡ Kl

> ∪ Kl
>,CFL; this extension will serve to capture

level l-scale information that is convected out of Kl
>. Around this set we

create a buffer band Bl. We will derive the required size of Bl below.
(c) Now we create particles on grid points k ∈ Bl ∪K>,ext and convect them.
(d) Particle quantities are interpolated onto the grid points in K>,ext.

Fig. 4.2. The “Eulerian” way: (a) Active grid points Kl
> are selected by MRA; (b) Kl

> is

extended by Kl
>,CFL to account for the convection of small scales, a buffer Bl is added, and particles

are created; (c) particles are convected; (d) particles are interpolated onto grid points k ∈ Kl
>,ext.
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Fig. 4.3. The “Lagrangian” way: (a) Active grid points Kl
> are selected by MRA; (b) Kl

>

is extended by a buffer Bl, an indicator (4.2) is assigned, and particles are created; (c) particles
are convected—they carry the indicator function values alongside; (d) particle quantities and the
indicator function are interpolated onto the grid, and a new set Kl

> is obtained as {k | χl
k > 0 }.

In order to have a sufficient number of particles in the support of the interpolation
kernel, the Bl must be chosen as

Bl =
{
k′

∣∣∣ min
k∈Kl

>,ext

|k′ − k| ≤  1
2 supp(ζ) + CFL�

}
.(4.1)

This approach bears two disadvantages: first, it requires the extension of the
set of active grid points to capture convected small scales and, second, the size of
both the extension and the buffer band depend on the CFL number. For particle
methods, where situations with CFL � 1 are possible, this can severely detract from
the efficiency of the method.

4.3. P → M: The “Lagrangian” approach. The second approach inherits
from the Lagrangian character of the underlying particle method (see Figure 4.3):

(a) We again start from the set of active grid points {Kl
>}Ll=0 selected by the

preceding MRA.
(b) Around this set we create a buffer band Bl on each level. Additionally, we

introduce an indicator function χl defined as

χl
k =

{
1, k ∈ Kl

>,

0, k ∈ Bl.
(4.2)

(c) We convect the particles, now carrying the particle quantities and alongside
the indicator function χl.

(d) Particle quantities and the indicator function are interpolated onto the under-
lying grid points and grid points on which the interpolated indicator function
χ̃l

k > 0 are selected1 to constitute the new set Kl
>.

In order to have a sufficient number of particles in the support of the interpolation
kernel, the Bl must be chosen as

Bl =
{
k′

∣∣∣ min
k∈Kl

>

|k′ − k| ≤  1
2 supp(ζ) + LCFL�

}
,(4.3)

where the addition of LCFL accounts for the effects of deformation as illustrated in
Figure 4.4. Using this technique, the scale distribution {Kl

>}Ll=0 is naturally convected

1Another possibility is to set χl
k = 1 for all particles. After remeshing, one then selects the new

Kl
> as {k ∈ Kl |χl

k > 1− εPM}, where εPM represents the tolerance for the error introduced by the
interpolation.
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k ∈ Kl
>

k ∈ Bl

k′

Fig. 4.4. In order to interpolate a point on the boundary (black circle) of the set Kl
>, we

require a band of 1
2

supp(ζ) particles outside of Kl
>. However, strain may compress this band, and

a safety margin of LCFL grid points needs to be added.

with the flow, and we obtain an adaptation mechanism which is independent of the
CFL number—and consequently of the grid size—while remaining efficient, as LCFL
is bounded due to the stability constraint (2.6).

5. PMW for level sets. The present formulation enables an efficient imple-
mentation of level set interface capturing techniques, as we extend the adaptation
mechanism (3.4) to adopt a narrow-band representation of the level set.

5.1. Level set interface capturing. Level set methods provide a way of cap-
turing moving interfaces, which is simple and robust with respect to topological
changes. They define an interface Γ(t) of codimension 1 as the zero contour of a
scalar function φ(x, t) : R

d ⊇ Ω → R, i.e.,

Γ(t) = {x ∈ Ω | φ(x, t) = 0}.

It is usually equipped with the property of being a signed distance function; i.e., it
is chosen such that |∇φ| = 1 in a given neighborhood of Γ. An interface that is
subject to convection in a velocity field u(x, t) is propagated by solving the advection
equation

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0.(5.1)

As the level set is subject to the strain of the advecting flow, it eventually loses its
signed distance property and needs to be “reinitialized” to a signed distance function.

5.2. Level set reinitialization. To reinitialize the level set we solve the Ham-
ilton–Jacobi-type equation

∂φ

∂τ
+ sign (φ) (|∇φ| − 1) = 0(5.2)

to steady state. This method was presented by Sussman, Smereka, and Osher [20], and
we apply it using a third-order WENO scheme from [9] combined with the improved
discretization of the sign(φ) term of [15]. We chose this iterative scheme over a
“direct” method like Sethian’s fast-marching method [19] because being expressed as
a PDE, it can be readily used in a multiresolution setting.

5.3. Narrow-band formulation. Another aspect of level sets is that we are in
general interested only in a narrow neighborhood of the interface, and restricting all
computations to a narrow band around the interface can greatly enhance the efficiency
of the computations [1]. The adaptivity of the present method automatically enables
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the implementation of a narrow-band level set method: let η(s) be a mollification of
the Heaviside function, specifically

η(s) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, |s| ≤ β,

(|s| − γ)2 (2|s| + γ − 3β) (γ − β)−3, β < |s| ≤ γ,

0, |s| > γ,

(5.3)

where β and γ are parameters controlling the size of the narrow band. We now
smoothly truncate the detail coefficients of the MRA like

dl,μk ← dl,μk η
(
φ (hl+1)−1

)
.(5.4)

This truncation leads to a grid, which is refined only close to Γ(t) and thus results in
a level set φ, which is confined to a narrow band around Γ(t) on all levels except the
coarsest, which in general is very inexpensive to compute.

6. Kernels, scaling functions, and wavelets. The wavelets and scaling func-
tions we used to conduct the numerical experiments in the next section are interpolat-
ing wavelets [4, 7], based on the iterative interpolation scheme introduced by Deslau-
riers and Dubuc [3]. However, the formulation of the present method allows for the
utilization of other types of wavelets, e.g., second-generation wavelets or average-
interpolating wavelets. The order we chose is P = 4. The scaling function ϕ implied
by this choice is also known as the autocorrelation of Daubechies’ scaling function of
order 4 (Figure 6.1). For the interpolation of the indicator function (4.2) we use an
inexpensive bi-/trilinear kernel.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-0.2
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)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
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10
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1

M̂
(k

)

k

Fig. 6.1. The three kernels, ϕ ( ), M ′
4 ( ), and M ′′′

6 ( ), in real space (left) and
spectral space (right), where ϕ is the autocorrelation of Daubechies’ scaling function of order 4.

7. Numerical illustrations. In order to illustrate the Lagrangian adaptivity
of our method we have focused on a two-dimensional (2D) advection of a scalar with
a prescribed velocity field. We solve the problem of a passive scalar subject to a
single vortex in two frames: once as a plain advection problem, for which the exact
solution is known, and once in a level set frame, where we restrict our interest to the
development of an interface. The velocity field is given by [13]

u(x, t) = 2 cos(π t/T )

(
− sin2(π x) sin(π y) cos(π y)
sin2(π y) sin(π x) cos(π x)

)
.(7.1)
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The factor cos(π t/T ) causes the scalar to return to the initial condition at time T .
Clearly, a bigger T leads to an increasing maximum deformation of the scalar at time
T/2. The computational domain in all 2D cases is Ω = [0, 1]2 with doubly periodic
boundary conditions, the grid spacing of the coarsest grid is h0 = 32−1, and we employ
a standard fourth-order Runge–Kutta for the ODEs.

7.1. Advection of a passive scalar. We consider two choices for T in (7.1):
T = 2.5 and T = 8.0. These choices let us compare the performance of the method
in a well-resolved (T = 2.5) and an underresolved regime (T = 8.0). The initial
condition for both cases consists of a “blob” centered at (0.5, 0.75) and is given by

q(x, 0) =

1∑
i=−1

1∑
j=−1

√
2

2 erf
(
c1(c2 −

√
(x− 0.5 + i)2 + (y − 0.75 + j)2 + 1

)
,(7.2)

with c1 = 21.269446 and c2 = 0.16811704. The time step size is set to δt = 0.025 for
the case T = 2.5 and δt = 0.08 for the case T = 8.0.

We first investigate the effect of varying the maximum number of levels Nlev =
L + 1 and the truncation parameter ε on the accuracy and compare it against a
nonadaptive simulation with h = hL. The error is computed as

e = (q(x, T ) − q(x, 0)) ‖q(x, T )‖−1
∞ .

Figure 7.1 displays the L∞ and L2 norms of the error against the square root of the
number of active grid points. For the nonadaptive case the number of active coef-
ficients scales as N = (h)−2. The results suggest that the multiresolution method
presented herein displays the same convergence property as without adaptation: the
case T = 8.0 is clearly underresolved. This, however, does not detract from the per-
formance of the method, which can be appreciated by comparing to the corresponding
nonadaptive simulations. In the case with T = 2.5 the problem is well resolved and

64 128 256 51210
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10
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√
N

‖e
‖ ∞

,
‖e
‖ L

2

32 64 128 256 51210
-6
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-4

10
-3

10
-2

10
-1

10
0

√
N

‖e
‖ ∞

,
‖e
‖ L

2

Fig. 7.1. Scaled norm of error in the L2 and L∞ norm for increasing numbers of levels
Nlev = L − 1. N denotes the average number of active grid points/particles. Left: Case T = 8.0
with ε = 10−3 ( ), ε = 10−4 ( ), ε = 10−5 ( ), and nonadaptive ( ) for L = 2, . . . , 5.
Right: Case T = 2.5 with ε = 10−4 ( ), ε = 10−5 ( ), ε = 10−6 ( ), and nonadaptive
( ) for L = 2, . . . , 5. Triangles represent fourth-order convergence.
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Fig. 7.2. ε-refinement study for the case T = 2.5: the data points correspond to ε = 2−p×10−3

for p = 0, . . . , 10. The triangle represents second-order convergence.

fourth-order convergence is fully recovered. In addition to the error, we computed the
maximum CFL number as

CFLmax = max
t∈[0,T ]

hL/δt ‖u(x, t)‖−1
∞ .

We found CFLmax = 12.8 for T = 2.5 and CFLmax = 40.7 for T = 8.0. This result
clearly demonstrates the advantage of the Lagrangian adaptation introduced in this
work.

We note, however, that for nonlinear problems areas of high strain could limit the
time step of this method. We are presently working to circumvent this difficulty by
employing time steps that are commensurate with the level of refinement and strain
while enforcing the compatibility between advected quantities across different levels
of resolution.

Figure 7.2 displays an ε-refinement study of case T = 2.5. The number of levels
employed is Nlev = 5 for all ε and ε = 2−p × 10−3 for p = 0, . . . , 10. We find that we
achieve the expected convergence order of N−2.

7.2. Level set front capturing. We first show the effect of the narrow-band
truncation (5.3) by applying it to the two problems described in the precedent section.
Comparison of the distribution of active grid points, Figure 7.3 vs. Figure 7.4 reveals
how the adaptation is restricted to a small neighborhood around the interface.

The first problem we consider here is a circle deformed by the single vortex (7.1)
with T → ∞, a well-established benchmark test case for level set methods. The
initial condition consists of a circle centered at (0.5, 0.75) with radius 0.15. We have
employed the multiresolution narrow-band formulation described in section 5.3 with
tube radii β = 1 and γ = 3, Nlev = 5, and ε = 10−6. We have chosen a time step
of δt = 1

30 . Figure 7.5 depicts the solution at t = 3.0. We compare two different
reinitialization frequencies: reinitialization is performed every 5 time steps (TRI=5)
and every 18 time steps (TRI=18), respectively. The difference between the two final
solutions can only be seen at the sharp tip of the interface, where the more frequent
reinitialization TRI=5 leads to a longer, more regular tip. On the other hand, the
location of the interface is as expected less accurate than TRI=18, which can be seen
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Fig. 7.3. Advection of a passive scalar: distribution of active particles at time t = 1.25 for the
case T = 2.5 (left) and t = 4.0 for the case T = 8.0 (right).

Fig. 7.4. Propagating interface: distribution of active particles at time t = 1.25 for the case
T = 2.5 (left) and t = 4.0 for the case T = 8.0 (right).
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Fig. 7.5. Right: Final solution of level set test case at t = 3.0. Left: close-ups of the tip of
the final solution (interface (bold line) and {0.0025, 0.0050, 0.0075} contours); (a) adaptive method,
level set reinitialized every 5 time steps, (b) adaptive method, reinitialized every 18 time steps,
(c) reference calculation without reinitialization.
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by comparing with a well-resolved reference solution without regularization. The two
cases used 13,502 (TRI=5) and 10,093 (TRI=18) active grid points on average and 25,007
(TRI=5) and 22,601 (TRI=18) at t = 3.0 and yielded a CFLmax of 17.1.

In order to quantify the accuracy of the method as extended to narrow-band
level sets we now consider the case T = 8.0. Here the interface returns to the initial
condition at t = 8.0; thus the final solution is again a circle with radius 0.15. The
parameters of this simulation are again Nlev = 5, β = 1, γ = 3, and δt = 0.08. We
reinitialize the level set every 5 time steps.

Following [8] and [5] we compute the area enclosed by Γ(t = 8.0) and compare
with the exact solution. The full simulation requires 29 seconds for an accuracy
of 10−4 on a 2GHz PowerMac G5. The results of this comparison are depicted in
Figure 7.6, demonstrating the high-order convergence of the present method.

We next demonstrate the applicability of the present method to problems that
are not convection dominated. We consider the growth of dendrites in a supercooled
liquid according to the sharp-interface model. The governing equations are given by

∂T

∂t
= ∇ · (k∇T ) ,

T |∂Ω = T∂Ω,

T |Γ = TΓ,

u|Γ = −n [k∇T · n]Γ,

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0,

Γ = { x | φ(x) = 0 },

(7.3)

where T is the temperature, Ω is the computational domain, Γ = ∂Ωr is the phase
boundary, n is the outward normal on Γ, and k is the thermal conductivity. The
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Fig. 7.6. Plot of relative error of the area enclosed by Γ(t = 8.0) against the number of
particles/active grid points: Hieber and Koumoutsakos [8] ( , N = number of particles at time
t = 0), Enright et al. [5] ( , N = total number of degrees of freedom at time t = 0 and ,
N = number of grid points), and the present method ( , N = number of active grid points at
time t = 0 and , N = number of active grid points at time t = 8.0).
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Fig. 7.7. Dendritic growth in a pure melt. Left: ε = 10−7; right: ε = 10−4. Contours represent
the temporal evolution of the phase boundary.

temperature at the interface is given by the Gibbs–Thomson relation

TΓ = −εcκ− εv un,(7.4)

where κ denotes the curvature on the interface, εc is the surface tension coefficient,
and εv is the molecular kinetic coefficient. We focus on a mathematically unstable ex-
ample from [6] that gives rise to small-scale features and demonstrates the regularizing
properties of the particle level set formulation Ω = [−1.5, 1.5]2, k = 1.0, εc = εv = 0,
and the initial conditions for T and the interface are given by

Ωr = square with side length 0.2 centered in 0.0,

T (x, t = 0) =

{
−0.5, x ∈ Ω\Ωr,

0.0 else.

(7.5)

For this simulation h0 = 3/32 and Nlev = 5. We compare two cases: in one case
ε = 10−4 and in the other ε = 10−7. Figure 7.7 depicts the propagation of the
phase boundary for the two cases. It is evident that with bigger ε the 45◦- symmetry,
respectively, the anisotropy, is more pronounced. This expected symmetry break is
caused by the MRA and other grid effects. Figure 7.8 illustrates the distribution of
active particles in the early and final stages of the simulation.

Fig. 7.8. Active grid points/particles at two different times of the simulation of dendritic growth.
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Fig. 7.9. Curvature driven collapse of a 3D dumbbell. Plots show a cut through the centerline
of the dumbbell at times (a) t = 1.00 × 10−5, (b) t = 1.139 × 10−2, (c) t = 1.141 × 10−2, and
(d) t = 1.80 × 10−2.

Finally, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the application of the present
method to three-dimensional (3D) problems we simulated the curvature driven col-
lapse of a 3D dumbbell [18] governed by

∂φ

∂t
+ κn · ∇φ = 0,(7.6)

where κ = ∇ · n is the curvature of the interface and n = ∇φ |∇φ|−1 is the outward
normal on the interface. The grid size at the coarsest level is 32 × 16 × 16 and
Nlev = 5. Figure 7.9 depicts the evolution of the interface on a plane cutting through
the middle of the dumbbell. Figure 7.10 shows the distribution of active particles at

Fig. 7.10. Evolution of a curvature driven 3D dumbbell; distribution of active particles across
the computational domain. We have added a jitter to the particle positions for visualization purposes.
The snapshots show the dumbbell at (a) t = 1.00×10−5, (b) t = 1.139×10−2, (c) t = 1.141×10−2,
and (d) t = 1.80 × 10−2.
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times corresponding to Figure 7.9. Darker regions denote a higher density of particles
corresponding to more active particles.

8. Conclusion. This paper presents a novel Lagrangian PM method with wavelet-
based adaptivity for the simulation of transport problems. In the present method
particles are advected by the flow map and reinitialized when distorted in order to
maintain the accuracy of the method. During the reinitialization a wavelet-based
MRA enables the identification of small scales and the corresponding adaptation of
the computational elements. In addition, the introduction of a suitable indicator
function ensures the convection of the distribution of length scales in between reini-
tialization steps.

The method is demonstrated on a number of transport problems, such as level
set interface capturing and crystal growth. The results indicate up to two orders of
magnitude accuracy improvement over hybrid Eulerian–Lagrangian [5] and low-order
Lagrangian [8] particle methods for the same number of computational elements.

Present work focuses on the adaption of this method to large-scale parallel com-
puter architectures [16] and its application to problems involving differential operators
on surfaces as they arise in problems related to morphogenesis.
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